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What is the difference
between

”self” and ”identity”?
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Karen Whalley Hammell,
Chapter 11 - Contesting assumptions; challenging practice,
Editor(s): Karen Whalley Hammell,
Perspectives on Disability& Rehabilitation,
Churchill Livingstone

Identity =
one’s social face

Self =
who and what am I

Social interaction
has an effect on both

Active participants in
self/identity construction
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SELF

“the totality of the individual’s
thoughts and feelings having
references to himself as an
object.”

IDENTITY

the representation of the self

 A presentation of the self to
others
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Three concepts of identity (Stuart Hall)
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Enlightenment
subject

• “conception of the human person as a fully centered, unified individual, endowed with the capacities
of reason, consciousness, and action, whose "center" consisted of an inner core which first emerged
when the subject was born, and unfolded with it, while remaining essentially the same”

Sociological
subject

• “identity is formed in the "interaction" between self and society, The subject still has an inner core
or essence that is "the real me," but this is formed and modified in a continuous dialogue with the
cultural worlds "outside" and the identities which they offer.”

Postmodern
subject

• “No fixed, essential, or permanent identity. Identity becomes a "moveable feast": formed and
transformed continuously in relation to the ways we are represented or addressed in the cultural
systems which surround us (Hall, 1987). It is historically, not biologically, defined. The subject
assumes different identities at different times, identities which are not unified around a coherent
"self."
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Three concepts of identity (Stuart Hall)
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Enlightenment
subject

• Theories and concepts that generally assume this
perspective:

• Self-concept, self-esteem, and self-discrepancy (e.g. Maslow; Rogers)
• Personality theories (e.g. Freud; Erikkson; McCrae & Costa)

Sociological
subject

• Theories and concepts that generally assume this
perspective:

• Looking-class theory of the self (Cooley)
• Role theory (e.g. Mead; Parsons)

Postmodern
subject

• Theories and concepts that generally assume this perspective:
• Identiyty and gender performance (Butler, Goffman)
•Identity project and identity work (e.g. Alvesson)
•Extended self (Belk)
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Self/Identy in consumer research
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The traditional view of possessions as
part of the self (Belk 1988)
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Extended self
(persons, places, and things to which one feels

attached)

Core self
(body parts, internal processes,

personality, ideas and experiences)

“I am what I own”

“Incorporating
objects to the self”
More fluctuating

“Something given to
us”. Fairly stable,
fixed
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Possessions as part of self
We invest “psychic energy” into objects
that we have spent time, effort, and attention
on (Belk 1988)
They become more dear to us, and more
indicative of the self.
Different categories of possessions:
• Heirlooms
• Disposable goods
• Shared possessions (e.g., a family table)
• Intangible goods
• Art or other collectibles
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The self can extend to possessions
literally or symbolically
Literal extensions:
Athletic shoes: “I’m high performing as an athlete”
Tools: “This hammer allows me to do things I would otherwise
not be able to do”
→ Possessions entail physical, instrumental value

Symbolic extensions:
Fashion: “This dress communicates my values”
Luxury items: “This Rolex makes me feel confident”
→ Possessions entail symbolic, identity linking value
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“Post Belk era”: identities have become
more “liquid”
Today, society lacks identity determining structures (such as class) and is
marked by increasing fragmentation, speed and liquidity:
• fast product-cycles
• changing values
• (consumer) movements
• sub-cultures
• …
Identities have become fluid, on-going projects that are pursued in the
presence of rapidly changing circumstances.
Identity is an activity rather than something stable – a process
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Identity projects
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Larsen, G., & Patterson, M. (2018). Consumer identity
projects. SAGE Handbook of consumer cultures, 194-
213.
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Identity work
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Larsen, G., & Patterson, M. (2018). Consumer identity
projects. SAGE Handbook of consumer cultures, 194-
213.

Identity conflicts
There are endless resources for identity
construction through objects and
consumption activities
• The overwhelming task of navigating through all

the options and represent oneself in a coherent
way

• Who do I want to be? How do I want to live?

Multiple, conflicting desired identities
• How to pursue all of them? Is it even possible?
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Identity – case fashion and clothing
Clothes are very fruitful domain of identity construction,
as they are:
• simultaneously functional and highly symbolic objects
• used every day and are visible to others
• close to our body

Through clothes, consumers communicate
the self, build desired self images, initiate identity
changes and distinct oneself from others.
For many, clothes are a long-term material commitment,
even though they would be worn for a shorter period of
time
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The many dimensions of clothes
“Clothes as who I am”
• Consumers’ everyday relation to clothing
• General appearance one wants to communicate in everyday life (e.g.

at work)
• Clothes as practical and symbolic

“Clothes as who I am not”
• Outfit ”failures” and embarrassment
• What I will not buy

”Clothes as who I want to be”
• Searching and reaching out for desired identities
• Trying out different styles
• Inventing and transforming the self
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Breakout rooms

Think about the theories of identity presented here
– do you agree or disagree with them?

Do your possessions/consumption choices extend
your sense of self?

Do you (knowingly) engage in identity work?
Have you experienced any identity conflicts
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GENDER
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What are sex and gender?
SEX RELATES TO BIOLOGY

Biological features and that
demarcate men and women

Especially those having to do with
reproductive potential

GENDER RELATES TO CULTURAL
MEANINGS
Socially constructed roles of
masculinity and feminity
Acceptable behavioral patterns
within a cultural sphere, usually
through a binary of masculine
versus feminine
Stereotypes of how men and women
are and/or how they should be
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How do we ”learn”
gender ?
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Accoding to Eckert and McConnell-Ginet
• Learning starts in early childhood

- “early linguistic acts set up a baby for life” how
others talk about us and name us sets up the learning
process

- How we are dressed, what kind of presents are we
given

 adults “do the child’s gender work” for them in the
beginning,

- How we are treated as children, how we are talked to,
how we are played with

- What kind of activities we are directed to, how we are
measured, what traits are praised in us

- How we are segregated from school age to engage
mainly with others from “our” gender

 “kids do indeed learn to do gender for themselves,
to produce sex-differentiated behavior”
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Accoding to Eckert and McConnell-Ginet

• Learning continues in adolescence
- “The heterosexual market”

dominates the models of pairing up,
and men and women are given
“rules” of how to behave in relation to
one another

 “This market is the means by which
the social order comes to presume
heterosexuality, marginalizing and
rendering deviant any who do not
eventually participate”
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[the] understandings of reality are
influenced by constructions in the
media (Hirschman 1988; O’Guinn
and Shrum 1997; Bonsu,
Darmody, and Parmentier 2010)
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Zayer, L. T., Sredl, K., Parmentier, M. A., & Coleman, C. (2012).
Consumption and gender identity in popular media: discourses of
domesticity, authenticity, and sexuality. Consumption Markets &
Culture, 15(4), 333-357.
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Gender development does not end with childhood or adolescence. Gender
continues to be transformed as we move into the marketplace – as we learn to
act like secretaries, lawyers, managers, janitors. And it continues to be
transformed as our family status changes – as we learn to be wives and
husbands, mothers and fathers, aunts and uncles, sisters and brothers,
grandmothers and grandfathers. As we age, we continue to learn new ways of
being men and women: what’s expected from the teenage girl is rather different
from expectations for a woman in her mid-forties and those expectations differ
from those for a woman approaching eighty.
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Gender role portrayals in advertising
“Everywhere we look, we see images of
the perfect couple. (For a still compelling
discussion of the construction of male
and female in advertising along these
lines, see Goffman, 1976.) They are
heterosexual. He is taller, bigger, darker
than her. They appear in poses in which
he looks straight ahead, confident and
direct; she looks down or off into the
distance, often dreamily. Standing or
sitting, she is lower than him, maybe
leaning on him, maybe tucked under his
arm, maybe looking up to him.”
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Eckert, P., & McConnell-Ginet, S. (2013). Language and gender.
Cambridge University Press.
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Gender role
portrayals in media
“Even the athletic young woman,
however, is instructed to work on
making her body desirable to men,
as is attested by advertising and
features in such publications as
Sports Illustrated for Women.”
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Laitoksen nimi
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Wells, W. D., & Gubar, G. (1966). Life cycle concept in marketing
research. Journal of Marketing Research, 355-363.

Based on
these, what
would you
think the social
environment of
the 1960’s US
was like ?
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When we talk about gender streotypes and
restricting role expectations, we typically focus
on women..
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But what about men and their acceptable
range of behaviors?

Rules of manhood (Kimmell 1998)
[T]here are “rules of manhood”:
1. No sissy stuff - -You can never do anything
that even remotely hints of femininity. - -
2. Be a big wheel. You know, we measure
masculinity by the size of your paycheck, wealth,
power, status, things like that. - -
3. Be a sturdy oak. You show that you’re a man
by never showing your emotions. - -
4. Give ’em hell. Always go forward, exude an
aura of daring and aggression in everything that
you do. And this model of masculinity has been
around for an awfully long time.
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Homophobia and cultural definition of
manhood
Kimmel (2001, 35) further argues
that “homophobia is a central
organizing principle of our cultural
definition of manhood”, and others
(e.g.; Plummer 2001; Pascoe 2005)
have also contended disassociation
from homosexuality as one the
central tenets of North American
masculinity
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Breakout rooms

4/20/2021
Laitoksen nimi
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• Discuss the kind of role expectations you think men and women
have in our contemporary society

• Are there behaviors that are considered inappropriate to
men/women? Any consumption related behaviors or products?

• Can you think of any examples of marketing communications that
reflect these expectations?
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